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1. Introduction 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to consider the appropriate policy for dealing with owner-occupied or 
other privately-owned flats and houses which adjoin properties which are affected by the Council’s 
re-rendering programme. 

2. Background 

2.1 My report entitled “Colour-wash v Re-render: Value for Money Study”, which was approved by 
Committee on 29 March 2001, recommended that the existing colour-wash programme for pre-war 
modernised stock be replaced during 2001/02, by a programme of re-rendering this stock on the 
basis of improved value-for-money. 

2.2 The large increase in the number of houses which will be re-rendered has focussed attention on the 
issues raised by the presence of sold houses interspersed with the Council’s stock. In recent years 
both the colour-wash programme and the limited programme for re-rendering within the HRA 
Capital Programme have generally excluded such houses from the works being undertaken. 

2.3 The exclusion of such sold houses from the re-rendering programme raises a number of issues: 

a) in some flatted blocks, the outside walls are owned in common; in such situations, gJ the 
owners should agree to the work and pay a share of the costs of work to gJ the walls. 

b) excluding some properties from re-rendering in flatted blocks causes technical problems, 
especially if the flat excluded is above a flat which is included; in addition there are operational 
problems in obtaining access, scaffolding, and the risk of disturbing areas of wall not being dealt 
with - these problems can be exacerbated where external insulation or cavity-fill insulation is 
being applied. 

c) the resulting appearance of blocks where some properties are excluded is unsatisfactory, notably 
the so-called “Battenburg cake” effect in four-in-a-block properties. Value for money is highest 
where all flats in a block area dealt with simultaneously, and this is particularly pertinent where 
the Council would be providing grant assistance to private owners. 

2.4 Where flats have been sold by the Council or its predecessors, a variety of arrangements for the 
outside walls may exist. For example, in four-in-a-block properties, at least three scenarios are 
possible: 
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a) the walls are communal, and each flat-owner is due to pay one quarter of the cost of repair and 
maintenance to them 

b) the block is split vertically, and the two flat-owners on each side are due to pay half of the cost 
of repairs to the walls of their part of the block 

c) each flat owner owns and is liable for the areas of wall adjoining their flat. 

2.5 In order to expedite the Council’s programme, and to overcome the issues highlighted in paragraph 
2.3 above, it is generally preferable to have private owners participate in the Council’s contract. In 
order to encourage this, and to ease the financial burden on most owner-occupiers in such situations, 
it is necessary to offer financial assistance by way of Repairs Grants which are currently available at 
50 % of costs. These are funded from the Non-HRA Capital Budget in which the resources 
available continue to be under severe pressure. Re-rendering, particularly as an alternative to 
colourwashing, is a prudent investment but not necessarily an essential repair and therefore the 
agreement and co-operation of the private owners is essential. 

2.6 It is proposed that, subject to the opportunities offered by the particular title conditions applying, 
owners within flatted blocks be offered the opportunity to participate in the re-rendering 
programme, with Repairs Grant assistance. Where possible, complete blocks would be re-rendered, 
but where an owner does not agree to participate, only half the block (vertically split) would be done 
(if this is possible in terms of the title conditions). It is intended to avoid horizontal divisions as, 
from a technical point of view, they are likely to cause difficulties in the future, and are not 
desirable from an aesthetic point of view. 

2.7 In terraced blocks, privately-owned houses would not be included in a Council contract but owners 
would be given the opportunity to obtain an estimate from the Council’s contractor, and have their 
house re-rendered simultaneously with the Council houses, with grant assistance (subject to the 
availability of funds in the budget for grants for adjoining owners). 

2.8 The implementation of the above policy and the offer of grant assistance, as outlined above, will be 
closely monitored and reviewed, and further reports will be presented to Committee as required. 

3. Recommendations 

3.1 It is recommended that: 

(a) private owners within flatted blocks in the Re-rendering Programme be offered the opportunity 
to participate, with Repairs Grant assistance, subject to the title conditions allowing this 

(b) where an owner does not agree to participate, only half the block (split vertically) would be 
treated, subject to the title conditions allowing this 

(c) in terraced blocks, private owners would be offered grant assistance if they negotiate with the 
Council’s contractor to have their house re-rendered simultaneously with the adjoining Council 
house 

Non-HRA Housing Capital Programme. 
(d) in each case, participation would be subject to the availability of funding for grants within the 

4. Background Information 

4.1 Available within.4he Housing & Property Services Department. 

, q’ [ Director of Housing & Property Services 
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